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Teaching and composing mix
well for music professor
, 'Although compos-
ing is a part of me
and I must find time
to do it, teaching is
probably my first
love. I would find it





For two weeks each
spring, Dale Grotenhuis
returns to the quiet of his
hometown of Cedar Grove,
Wisconsin, and composes
music. "Composing is
laborious work and requires
blocks of uninterrupted
time," says Grotenhuis.
Getting away to a quiet
place is only part of the reason
Grotenhuis returns to Cedar
Grove, however. "It is helpful
for me to be in a comfortable,
uninterrupted setting to work
well," he says. So, for twelve
days each year, Grotenhuis
stays with a sister who
graciously prepares his meals
while he spends 16-18 hours a
day sitting at an old piano in
the quiet of the kindergarten
Sunday School classroom in
the Cedar Grove Orthodox
Presbyterian Church.
Grotenhuis has been in-
terested in composing since he
was a boy. HI wrote some of
my first pieces in high
school," he says. "They were
bad, but at least I was
creating." It wasn't until he












so that he could hear how it
actually sounded.
As a band member,
Grotenhuis' first compositions
were marches. His interest in
vocal and choral music grew,
in part, out of necessity. To
help support himself in col-
lege, he directed three or four
church choirs. During that
time he wrote several pieces
for the choirs he directed. "It
was a perfect opportunity for
composing music and having it
performed," says Grotenhuis.
Over the next six years,
Grotenhuis' commitment to
music as a career became more
firmly established. During his
two years in the military he
directed the Second Army
Band Male Chorus and ar-
ranged music for the Second
Army Band. Back as a civilian
he taught and helped develop
the music programs at Lynden
Christian School in Lynden,
Washington, and at Unity
Christian High School in Hud-
sonville, Michigan, going to
graduate school during the
summers.
In 1959 he came to Dordt.
For twelve years he was the
mainstay in a music depart-
ment that has since grown to
In 1985 Dale Grotenhuis received the Me Cowan Award, presented by the Iowa Choral Conductors Association for
"outstanding contribution to choral music in Iowa.'
include four full-time and four
part-time faculty. Grotenhuis
is still strongly committed to
the institution and to his
teaching. "Although compos-
ing is a part of me and I must
find time to do it, teaching is
probably my first love," says
Grotenhuis. "I would find it
hard to work if I was isolated
from daily contact with peo-
ple. "
Grotenhuis is keenly aware
of the influence he can have on
young Christian lives. "I help
them develop their musical
abilities, but I also take an in-
terest in them as growing peo-
pie," he says. "Teaching is
exciting. Not only do I face
new challenges each day, but I
also get to work with some
very talented young people. It




aspects of Grotenhuis' life
feed on each other, they also
play against each other.
Without interaction with
students and other musicians,
creativity would be hindered,
Grotenhuis feels. However,
decided to pursue his musical
interest. "I owe much to Pro-
fessor Henry Bruinsma," says
Grotenhuis. "He saw my
desire to create, never told me
I was better than I was, but
always kept nudging me to do
more." Bruinsma would occa-
sionally take a piece
Grotenhuis wrote and have the
band play it during a rehearsal
Last spring Grotenhuis conducted a performance of Brahms' Requiem by the
Dordt College Concert Choir and the Sioux County Orchestra.





, 'The ideas for the
music often come
from the text."
continued from page 1
because of the busyness of
teaching, there is not always as
much time as as he would like
for composing. "Yet, even if 1
had the opportunity to only
compose, I would choose to




directing Dordt's choirs, the
Dordt College Concert Choir
and the Dordt Chorale.
Choral music also dominates
his compositions. One major
project recently completed is
the arranging of a choral selec-
tion for each of the 150
psalms. These works have
since been recorded by the
Dordt College Concert Choir.
As with the psalm ar-
rangements, Grotenhuis usual-
Harvard University
recently celebrated its 350th
anniversary. Festivities com-
memorated its founding,
traced its growtli, praised its
present stature, and looked
forward to its future.
As I read about the occasion
I thought about a statement
Dr. Carl F. Henry made in a
recent interview: "Many
schools today are more on the
move-in unfortunate ways-
than they sense. It is easier to
found an institution than to
preserve it well."
That statement has re-
mained with me for the past
few months as I have been
reading about the history of
higher education in America.
According to that history,
Harvard was established "to
advance learning and
perpetuate it to posterity" in
light of its motto "Christo et
Ecclesia." At Yale, begun in
1701, students were to be
educated "according to the
rules held forth in Scripture"
so that they might be "fitted
for public employment both in
church and civil state."
But something happened to
change the perspective of these
schools. The years prior to the
Civil War were unprecedented
for the establishment of new
colleges. But the thirty years
that followed were unequaled
for the decline in Christian in-
fluence over education. There
were two factors which had a
bearing upon higher education
at this time. The first was the
passage of the Morrill Act of
1862, by which the govern-
ment endowed colleges of
agriculture and technology.
Student assistant Steve Mulder, a sophomore from Spring Lake, MI, reviews
a travel ilinerary for the choir's spring tour.
ly begins with a text. "The
ideas for the music often come
from the words of the text,"
he says. From there it takes
time and work to write a com-
position. Blocks of time like
those in Cedar Grove are in-
valuable. And composing
seems to come more easily
when he feels at peace.
"Three years ago after our
son Jack died, I wrote Song of
Triumph. I sat down two days
after his burial, deeply af-
The second was the importa-
tion of the German university
idea which introduced
positivism-a preoccupation
with facts as <Iistinct fro
values and principles-into
American higher education.
These two factors established
the priority of state-supported
institutions in the higher
education arena and deter-
mined that both state-
supported and many
independent institutions of
higher learning would be
shaped by a positivistic men-
tality. Thus the colonial col-
leges, which were slowly
turning into universities,
moved inexorably in a secular
direction.
Harvard, for example, re-
tained its motto "Christo et
Ecclesia." But its founders
would not have recognized or
approved its direction. And its
graduates were of a far dif-
ferent mind than those who
took their diplomas from the
hand of Nathaneal Eaton, the
first president of Harvard.
I have thought of Henry's
statement when discussing
with others the possibility of
establishing a Reformed
university in North America.
These discussions-which are
being held on a regular
basis-indicate that it would
be very difficult to begin such
a university either in the
United States or in Canada.
Where would such a university
be located? How would it be
structured? Who would or
could supply the necessary
funding? Where would we go
to find qualified staff? These
are obviously difficult ques-
fected by the suffering that
grief brings. But I also felt an
overwhelming sense of peace
as I experienced the strength
that God gives in such situa-
tions. I gained a new sense of
the beauty and value of life. I
think Song of Triumph is one of
my best compositions."
In the past several years,
performances of Grotenhuis'
compositions have spread far
beyond the Dordt choirs. Not
only have his pieces been per-
tions to answer.
But an even more difficult
question concerns the direc-
tion of such a university. How
can we set Ihe course of"'ffie
university so as to assure its
continued Reformed
character? In seeking to
answer that question much
time has been spent in for-
mulating an educational creed
which is consistently biblical,
Christian, and Reformed. All
the while we recognize that,
even though it may be difficult
to begin a Reformed university
in North America, "it is easier
to found an institution than to
preserve it well."
Finally, I think continually
of Henry's statement in my
work as the president of Dordt
College. It was not easy for
those involved to establish
Dordt College-in fact, there
were many who opposed
establishing a Christian college
in Northwest Iowa. Some
predicted that it would never
work. Others insisted that, if it
did work, Dordt would always
be academically mediocre.
Both predictions proved to be
false-Dordt is an established
institution, and it is recognized
for providing Christian educa-
tion of high quality. Still, it
was difficult to begin Dordt
College.
From the beginning Dordt
has had an excellent statement
of purpose. In this statement
Dordt confesses that "the
Bible provides the deter-
minative and essential prin-
ciples for a Christian
educational philosophy." It
also states that "Dordt desires
to be an institution of Chris-
J. B. Hulst
"It is easier to
found an institution
than to preserve it
well.' ,
FRoM THE PRESIDENT
formed by numerous church
choirs but also by professional
groups such as the Gregg
Smith Singers and the Norman
Luboff Choir. Within the past
year The Song of Triumph was
performed by the Norman
Luboff Choir on their world
tour, by a University of
Southern California choir,
and by five All-State choirs.
Grotenhuis has also received
several commissions to write
works for specific choirs or oc-
casions. Recent commissions
include pieces for two choirs at
the University of Missouri, a
composition for the dedication
of an organ in a church in
Appleton, Wisconsin, and a
work for the dedication of the
new campus of Redeemer Col-
lege in Ancaster, Ontario.
As to the future, Grotenhuis
says, "I hope to be able to
continue teaching and com-
posing as long as the Lord
gives me strength and can ef-
fectively use me in his
service."
tian learning for the benefit of
both the attending student
body and the entire Christian
community, so that the Lord's
kingdom may come to greater
expression." This statement of
purpose sets an excellent direc-
tion for the future of Dordt
College.
But every effort must be put
forth to preserve this direc-
tion. Indeed, we must work in
dependence upon God, for
without His blessing our ef-
forts will be in vain. Still we
must work to maintain the
biblical, Reformed, Christian
character of Dordt College.
We must do this in the recruit-
ment and admission of
students, in the articulation
and application of student life
policies, in the selection of
faculty members, in the
development of the cur-
riculum, and in the implemen-
tation of the statement of
purpose throughout the entire-
ty of the college program.
Recently I called upon an
elderly gentleman-someone
who was very much involved
in the founding of Dordt Col-
lege. After indicating that he
wished to present a sizeable
gift to Dordt, he said to me:
"By the way, we pray for you
each day that God will give
you the strength and vision
necessary to preserve the
Reformed direction of Dordt
College." I thank God for
such people and their
prayers-for they recognize,
along with all of us at Dordt,
that "it is easier to found an
institution than to preserve it
well."
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Home movies: how you've changed
Randall Vander Mey
Not long ago, several
readers wrote the editor of
Christian Home and School
magazine, objecting to his
policy of reviewing popular
movies. Less than 30 years
ago, the Christian Reformed
denomination had taken a
firm stand against the evils of
worldly amusements-movie
going, card playing, and danc-
ing-and these readers were
galled to see how the magazine
had fallen. The editor defend-
ed his practice. "See you at the
movies," he concluded with a
smirk.
The editor's self-assurance
reflects a general change in the
Christian community's
response to movies-easier ac-
cess, more casual use, and less
critical attitudes. The general





large-screen TVs, and satellite
dishes for private use.
Producers and marketers
typically aim mass movies,
especially in summer, at
passive consumers who seek
escapist pleasure without con-
sequence. Now increasingly
throughout the nation, the
escapist mentality loves to
nurse -on its new hi-tech
pacifier. Thus movies are
moving: from the public
theater to the living room,
bedroom, or den.
The privatization of viewing
has serious implications. First,
the symbolism of viewing is
changing. Protestant
evangelicals used to regard the
movie theater as a den of
worldliness where the sanc-
tified would not set foot.
Theater attendance, a public
act, was a kind of reverse pro-
fession of faith. A trace of
that old stigma remains. But
modern man tends to see the
home as a safe haven, pro-
tected from view and, to an ex-
tent, from public canons of
morality.
As the means of transmis-
sion shift to accommodate and
stimulate the home market,
the latent effect is that what is
deemed tolerable and desirable
in movies begins to change.
Producers become more in-
clined to back financially the
"home" movie, and directors
look for scripts with home
marketability. The production
industry, if it knows little else,
knows how to turn a buck.
Fairly recent movies like
"Bolero" and "Body
Double" -soft porn billed as
normal weekend fare-were
early signals. If not actually
aimed from their conception
over the theater crowd and at
the bedroom, they at least take
advantage of a new per-
missiveness. These movies join
"Porky's" and the rest of its
litter in transforming
voyeurism from a crime and a
perversion into a national
pastime.
The second serious implica-
Randy Vander Mey's interest in films and movies spans many years. He has
been a regular member of the Dordt film committee and has presented
workshops exploring tbe religious vision in contemporary films.
tion of home viewing is the
greater possibility of moral
anesthesia among viewers.
Goodness does not sell
movies, the industry must
calculatingly scrape against
social mores and ricochet off
popular taboos in order to
pique the viewers' interest.
Since profanity and nudity still
offend, popular movies often
present a world in which pro-
fanity and nudity are more
prevalent, casual, or emphatic
than in our own.
Shock, however, soon loses
its effect. As the audience
grows jaded, the movie in-
dustry must either scout up
new taboos to violate or find
new markets to exploit. While
the older popular audience
ages and grows either more
calloused or less patient, a new
audience queues up at the
younger end.
Movies will always be able
to make an impact on this less-
experienced cadre. Young peo-
ple, flush with cash, low in
discretion, hunger powerfully
for new experiences. Movies,
along with records and TV
shows, become the learning
labs for these, whose work and
sexual experience is so long
postponed. Thus the
industry's resources are heavi-
ly slanted toward youth, and
movies which deal sensitively
with issues of old age are
rarities.
If the younger crowd should
grow jaded through
overstimulation, their powers
of discrimination be dulled,
their intellectual curiosity sti-
fled, and their moral orienta-
tion unimproved, the cost to
our society, though hidden,
must be incalculable.
Home viewing does not in
itself threaten to dull the
moral sense: the home and the
company of Christian friends
and family may actually pro-
vide a better milieu than a
theater or restaurant for giving
a movie a critical shakedown.
As our lives grow more
awash with movies, we tend to
lose awareness that movie
viewing is both a choice and a
challenge. Our anesthesia,
however, is not lost on
"Hollywood." The produc-
tion industry will be quick,
even beforehand, in giving us
what we will allow.
As movies are increasingly
made to satisfy the taste for
private luxury, will we spot the
trends? Will we have courage
to protest and to present the
vision of a Christian way?
Perhaps. But a huge burden
falls on the custodians of our
consciences - parents,
teachers, church leaders, and
the movie reviewers in Chris-
tian periodicals. They must
wake us if we doze.
, 'As our lives grow
more awash with
movies, we tend to
lose awareness that
movie viewing is
both a choice and a
challenge. ' ,
Randall Vander Mey, an assis-
tant professor of English, wrote
this article while d fellow of the
Dordt College Studies Insitute. It
was adapted from an article in
Christianity Today and is
reprinted with their permission.
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If you have questions
about any of our
scholarship programs or
if you would like a
brochure on the
freshman scholarships











Howard Hall, Director of
Financial Aid, and Mike
Epema, Associate Director of
Financial Aid, will be traveling
to high schools in California,
Iowa, Minnesota, and South
Dakota to present financial
aid workshops for parents.
The workshops will outline the
amounts and types of financial
aid available and show parents
how to complete the financial
aid application form. Hall and
Epema will be happy to
answer any questions regard-
ing the information requested
on the form, deadline dates,
and procedures and interpreta-
tions which may expedite the
completion of the forms. It is
The newHonors/Merit
Scholarship Program, initiated
last year. has proved to be a
tremendous elp, to Dordt
students. Awarded to incoming
freshmen students, these scholar-
shipsrangefrom$200-$2,000.The
awards are based on high school
grade point average, ACT test
scores, and involvement and
leadership in high school ac-
tivities. Perhaps the best feature
of the new scholarship program is
its renewability. As long as the
student maintains a 3.00 grade
point average, the scholarship is
available for four years.




note that an application is re-
quired in order to receive an
award. Though there is no
deadline for a Merit Scholarship,
the Honors Scholarship deadline
is January 10...
In addition to the Honors/
Merit Scholarship Program,
Dordt also has a number of
special scholarships especially
designed for freshmen. Last year
more than 519,000 in special
scholarships was awarded. Be sure
to apply on time. Application





Guidance counselor Tom Vanden Bosch encourages Western Christian High
students like Diane Zeutenhorst and Karl Pollema to check into financial aid
opportunities.
essential that the application
forms are completed accurate-
ly so that delays and frustra-
tions are kept to a minimum.
According to one high
school guidance counselor,
Tom Vanden Bosch of
Western Christian High in
Hull, Iowa, the workshops are
very important to help parents
understand the possibilities for
Dordt Development Foundation Activities
Grant
Tracy, IA - Joel Veenstra
Huisman Minority Students
Anaheim, CA • Giang Tran
Garden Grove, CA - Quan Vu
Pella, IA - Thai N$wen
Dordt College Alumni Scho hip of West
Michigan
Zeeland, MI - Heather Bouwman
Zeeland, MI - Michelle Vander Wal
A. G. Wassenaar
Marne, MI - Thomas Vander Wall
John Bonnema Business
Hollandale, MN - Robert Louters
Waterford Business
Sheldon, lA - Janet Zylstra
Everson, WA - Darlene Sytsma
American State Bank Business
Sheldon. IA - Jeffrey Geels
Vander Haag Computer Science
Cedar Falls, IA - Bruce Kuiper
John B. Hulst Teacher Education
Sibley, IA - Doyle Beltman
Joe J. Dahm Memorial Music
Ocheyedan, IA - Julie Iedema (Key.)
Sanborn, IA - Debra Visser (Inst.)
Sioux Center, IA - Kris Marra (Vocal)
Ringerwole Piano
Sanborn, IA - Debra Visser
Dordt College Music Grant
Hull, IA - Evan Vis
Orange City, IA - Mark Pennings
Mount Vernon, WA - Joan Tiemersma
Tacoma, WA - Joy Kadyk
Chris E. Haan Memorial (Pre-Seminary)
Hawarden, IA - Steven Zwart
Natural Science Club




financial aid. Attendance sup-
ports Vanden Bosch's state-
ment. Last year more than 50
families came to Western's
financial aid workshop and
found it very helpful.
Contact your guidance
counselor for the times and
dates of the meetings in your
area.
1986-87 FRESHMAN MERIT






It is time to complete
financial aid forms if you
wish to receive aid for next
year. Forms are now
available and can be sent in
any time after January I.
Dordt prefers the FAF
(Financial Aid Form), but
will also accept the FFS
(Family Financial State-
ment). It may be wise to
complete your income tax
forms early to make filling
out the financial aid forms
easier. To be assured of
receiving the maximum aid
possible, complete and mail





Downers Grove - Paula Roozeboom
Fulton ~ Joni Luchies
Fulton - James Temple
INDIANA
De Motte - Stacey Ooms
MINNESOTA
Chandler • Maria Vis
Chandler - Marvin Vis
Edgerton - Timothy Brands
Edgerton - Eric Groen
Edgerton - Steven Hoogland
Edgerton - Scott Koelewyn
Edgerton - Timothy Kramer
Edgerton - Vincent Lubben
Edgerton - Lynda Talsma
Edgerton - Kathy Van Essen
Edgerton - Stephanie Walhof
Edgerton - Valerie Zwart
Hills - Rebecca Haak
Holland - Kimberly Veltkamp
Hollandale - Robert Louters
Kenneth - Jay Schelhaas
Raymond - Jean Zondervan
Renville - Kristine Roelofs
Richfield - Paul Vande Kamp
Worthington - Robert Wassenaar
MONTANA
Conrad - Greg Vandenacre
NEW JERSEY
Sussex - Pamela Kooima
SOUTH DAKOTA
Platte - Gina Dyk
Platte - Mindy Jongejeugd
Platte - Jay Kuipers
Sioux Falls - Lora De Haan
Sioux Falls - Jody Faber
Sioux Falls - Craig Vander lee
VERMONT
Vergennes - Joy Visser
WASHINGTON
Everson - Karin Stadt
Everson - Darlene Sytsma
Lynden - Cynthia Brink
Monroe - James Colyn
Mount Vernon - Geoffrey De Vries
Mount Vernon - Joan Tiemersma
Spokane - Brian Van Wyhe
Sunnyside - Marla Meyer
Sunnyside - Renea Stremler
WISCONSIN
Delavan - Susan vegter
Lake Geneva - Kimberly Yakes
Oostburg - Melissa Huibregtse
Oostburg - Brenda Ten Pas
Randolph - Kristin Soodsma
Sheboygan ~ Peter Van Der Puy
Waupun - Kurt Jansma
ALBERTA, CANADA
Lethbridge - Brenda Tuininga
BRITISH COLUMBIA. CANADA
Abbotsford - Carl Fictorie
Chilliwack - Kevin De Wolde
ONTARIO, CANADA
Bowmanville • Henry Wesselius
Guelph. Walter Meyer
Smithville - Angela Zantingh
Tavistock • Corrie Reyneveld
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James Schaap
I think it was H. L.
Mencken who once said that
no one ever went broke
underestimating the in-
telligence of the American
public. Like it or not, it's
probably true, and no season
proves it better than
Christmas. There's a whole lot
of folks going to the bank the
day after Christmas, the same
day the rest of us are throwing
out old ribbons and crumpling
the wrapping paper that just
the day before decorated holi-
day presents.
American business long ago
perceived that there was
money to be made once the
temperature dropped low
enough to remind people that
sooner or later they would
begin the ritual of Christmas
buying. Come October,
retailers slyly set up their
phony Christmas trees in some
inconspicuous corner to re-
mind us, almost subconscious-
Iy, that buying time is
near-only seventy-five shop-
_ ping days left until Christmas.
The hinting stops once
Halloween's last mask is sold.
Come November, it's a frontal
assault-"O Little Town of
Bethlehem" blares through
overflowing shopping malls,
and sleigh bells ring so sweetly
throughout the land that one
could think the motor car had
never been invented. 'Tis the
season to be jolly and all that.
Last year our daughter
wanted a little plastic pony
with a silky plastic mane and a
silky plastic tail-in pink or
purple, as I recall. "What does
it do?" I asked her. She
shrugged her shoulders as if
her father's Question were as




it Aha!" I said, pointing my
finger like some old theologian
finally discovering the exact
nature of the unpardonable
sin.
She gave me the same
shoulder shrug and topped it
off with a pulled up nose.
I told her a pink plastic
pony was useless, but that
argument had no visible effect
on her. She didn't really care
what I thought. She wanted
the pony.
For Christmas she got her
wish. Her mother bought
it-not because I wouldn't
have, but because her mother
says it might be a good idea to
let our daughter be a child, as
long as she's not even ten years
old.
The little pink pony was just
what she asked for, of course,
so Andrea's eyes danced all
afternoon. I was reminded of
what Mencken reportedly said
when I read the little neatly
folded slip I found somewhere
amid the torn wrapping paper.
"Use this form to have more
fun!" it said; pictured beneath
the come-on was a catalogue
full of other pink pony
paraphernalia: a pink pony
"birthday" flower (all toys
have birthdays nowadays); a
sticker album for pony
stickers; and an offer to join
the pony fan club-whose
benefits included, by the way,
little pony paper dolls, little
pony sew-on emblems, a little
pony full-color poster, and a
little pony powder puff
scented necklace. All of it at
little pony prices.
I began to think we hadn't
just bought a toy but an entire
way of life. Soon enough she'd




The whole business, it seemed
to me, was taking on the
dimensions of a cult.
Cueing on the success of the
potato chip, North American
business acumen has created
toys that, like snacks, are
deliciously habit-forming. If
you have one, you've almost
got to have another-or at
least its birthday flower. My
wife says it's a ploy as old as
the Barbie doll, but I guess
I've just never felt myself a
victim before.
Sarcasm comes easily to me
at Christmas. When one
weighs the miracle of the in-
carnation against the world's
fat Santas and its glaciers of
cheap candy canes, a believer
can't help but be sickened by
shallowness. Christmas?-
bah! humbug.
Yet, when I remember my
own childhood Christmases, I
know that things haven't
changed much. There's little
theology in my childhood
memories of Christmas,
despite the fact that I probably
spent hours memorizing what
we used to call "pieces" to
recite at the annual Christmas
programs. From my own
memories, the closest thing I
feel to what we call "the real
meaning" of Christmas is the
fragrant charm of familiar




of my home f
church on Christmas
Eve. Maybe those songs were
the closest my child-like ears
ever came to hearing God's
own voice during the season of
his son's birth.
As I remember it, Christmas
is a time of joy and wonder, a
time of fidgety anticipation,
waiting for those savored
moments in the glow of col-
ored lights when we'd sit
around the tree. My father
would give the standard three-
minute homily on the meaning
of giving, but the Whole time
he talked our attention would
perch near the presents on the
sheet my mother would lay
beneath the tree to catch the
falling needles. When I was a
kid, Christmas was the miracle
time of year.
So maybe my wife is right
about letting our children be
kids at Christmas. It's terribly
easy to be a Scrooge this time
of year, but the Scrooge has
absolutely no joy. His mind
ties itself in knots over the
technicalities of a virgin birth,
the paradox of a king born in a
stable, the miracle of a
heavenly chorus suddenly
singing hosanna against a
pitch-dark desert sky. Scrooge
has no time for wonder or joy;
he lacks the patience to rest in
the marvel of Christmas itself.
His anxiety won't even let him
sing. That's what makes him
Scrooge.
God's great gift to us his
children is the grace he afford-
ed us in the Word made flesh,
Matheis
in Christ the baby king.
Perhaps we Christians anger
ourselves too much about the
selling of Christmas. Perhaps
we poison our joy by getting
perturbed about little plastic
ponies with silky plastic
manes. Perhaps OUf greatest
gift to an unbelieving and
undeserving world is the sheer
wonder and grace of the
Christmas season, the time of
giving, of peace and goodwill,
of cards and carols, of family
holidays.
Who knows what my
daughter will have this year on
her Christmas list? That little
pony spent most of last year
on our daughter's dresser, un-
touched, just as I thought it
would. But there's a time for
bickering; there's a time for
anger and frustration with the
relentless, scheming holiday
industry. There's a time for an
assault on business chicanery.
This Christmas maybe I'll
let it alone. I want my kids to
love Christmas, to appreciate
it for what it is, not fear it
somehow for what it isn't.
I don't think I learned much
about the theology of
Christmas when I was a child.
I remember the presents, and
the carols, and the brown
paper bag full of candy and
peanuts we took home from
the Sunday school program,
just minutes before that




Dr. James Schaap teaches English
at Dordt College. He originally
wrote this piece for The Church





"I believe that, the
broader your
Christian community
is, the more effective
will be your kingdom
service.' ,
I was talking recently with
Ron Vos, manager of the
Agriculture Stewardship
Center, about what to include
in the next issue of the "ASC
Newsletter." He suggested
that I visit the ag department's
senior seminar to find out
what the students were think-
ing about.
I attended the seminar and
listened to a senior
agribusiness student present a
paper. He made an excellent
presentation, challenging his
fellow students to carefully ex-
amine their calling as Chris-
tian farmers. I left, however,
thinking not about the
challenges facing those in
agriculture, but about my four
years as a teacher in Christian
schools.
You see, another student in
the class had asked the
presenter how he intended to
use the somewhat abstract
concepts he had discussed
when he returned to his own
farm or dairy or ranch. It
reminded me of the questions
we had asked in education
classes. Recently having read a
copy of the new "Engineering
Department Newsletter," I am
sure that engineering students
are also asking questions like
these. I hope such questions
are heard in every department,
encouraged by faculty and
eagerly debated by students.
More importantly, I hope
such questions still occupy the
minds of Dordt alumni and
become the topic of their con-
versations. But having been out
there myself-and now having
returned to the "safe haven"
of Dordt-I know how dif-
ficult it is to maintain excite-
ment about the ideas which
consumed you as a student.
Jim De Young, Alumni Director
My desire to explore and ap-
ply what it meant to teach
Christianly soon lost much of
its urgency. Caught up with
grading papers, planning
lessons, sitting through
meetings, as well as meeting
my responsibilities outside of
the school, I sometimes lost
sight of my calling to work
out in my profession the
meaning of the Christ's
redemptive act.
In answering his fellow stu-
dent's question, the presenter
had stressed the importance of
"joining hands with fellow
Christians." One concerned
Christian farmer can not alone
make much difference as he or
she tries to be a steward of
God's creation. The communi-
ty of believers gives us
strength-the strength that
comes with numbers, but more
importantly, the strength of
the body of Christ whose
members have many gifts but
one Spirit.
I found the community of
believers vital in renewing my
vision and reviving my spirit,
enabling me to once again take
up the task of bringing the
light of God's Word to my
teaching. I'm sure other
teachers have experienced the
"teacher's convention high"
or have been comforted and
strengthened by a talk with a
colleague after a discouraging
week. One of the greatest
things about teaching in a
Christian school was to ex-
perience the community of
believers daily.
Most of you working in
other professions don't have
that luxury. Yet you left Dordt
having been confronted with
questions like the one asked in
the ag class. You went out into
the "real world" and have
been struggling to put into
practice the insights you
developed at Dordt. You have,
perhaps, continued to explore
and refine these insights. And,
no doubt, you have sometimes
been frustrated and discour-
aged in that process.
I hope you can take advan-
tage of the community of
believers in which you find
yourself. Perhaps that is a
local church community.
Perhaps it is a group of Chris-
tians working in your profes-
sion, groups like the Christian
farmers organizations in
Canada and the United States.
Perhaps you subscribe to
Christian periodicals or read
books written by Christian
authors. I believe that, the
broader your Christian com-
munity is, the more effective
will be your kingdom service.
Yet I have heard from alum-
ni and I feel myself that there
is also a place for the Dordt
Alumni Association to help
alumni serve God in their pro-
fession. In cooperation with
interested alumni, I hope to
develop a means by which
alumni can refine and
revitalize their kingdom vi-
sion. The college is committed
to providing resources that




by the department and sent to
all engineering alumni, is one
attempt to do this. The
"Soundings" section in the
Voice also serves this purpose.
Along with social and recrea-
tional activities, I hope we can
include discussions such as
these in future alumni re-
unions. Alumni have talked to
me about the possibility of
creating a support network of
alumni working in their pro-
fession. Local alumni chapters
can sponsor speakers and
organize discussion groups.
And I am sure that the ideas
I've listed don't exhaust the
possibilities.
Not all of you may feel the
need for this kind of alumni
interaction, but I hope to hear
from those of you who do.
Developing these alumni ac-
tivities will allow all of you to
experience what I enjoy most
about my position-having
fun and fellowship with people
who are trying to serve God in
every area of their lives.
Exorcising
Scrooge (continued)
glorious moment when the
whole family sat on the rug in
the living room and opened
presents. It's the joy and
wonder and charm of a once-
a-year delight that sticks in my
mind.
I hope-and I'm pray-
ing-that it will be the same
with our children-the hap-
piness of the presents, the
peace of the carols, the
wonder of the entire spectacle
of Christmas itself will prompt
them to see that this is really
some kind of holy day.
If a silly plastic pony or a
doll with the face of a cabbage
. or a robot monstrosity
somehow kindles joy and
wonder in the eyes of my
children this Christmas
season, then who am I to play
the Scrooge to the miracle of
Christmas? Joy to the world!
HOMECOMING WEEK1987
FEBRUARY 15·21
Join in an exciting week of fun and fellowship
with fellow alumni and current students.
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 15
-Children of the Light-a contem-
porary Christian music concert.
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
-Daily displays in the SUB.
-Alumni-led chapels on Tuesday
and Thursday at 10:30a.m.



















for the past 11 years
and I thank God for
the opportunity. It
has shown me that
all we possess is ours
only by the grace of
God.' ,
The Indochinese Language Institute, which Handstra helped establish, continues to expand. Last summer two Dordt
professors and their wives, Dr. Dallas and Gladys Apol and Dr. Case and Aly Boot, and a teacher from Pella
Christian High, Ely Strevers, volunteered as teacbers in California.
permeated with respect and
peacefulness. I see it in
oriental gardens as well as
their family and social lives.
Oriental students also seem to
have an intense love for
education. They are the only
ones who have ever said to me
at the end of a class period,
IIAre you busy now. will you
please stay and teach us for
one more hour?" I never
imagined students thanking a
teacher for teaching them as
they leave school for the day!
My love for the orient began
during the summer of 1975
while I was working as a
volunteer with the CRWRC in
Fort Chaffee, Arkansas. I was
one of several inexperienced
volunteers who "taught"
English to 24,000 Vietnamese
refugees. I "taught" nearly
1000 students a day in what
was one of the most poorly
equipped classrooms I've ever
had-no desks, chairs, books,
paper, pencils, or blackboard.
There were 200 hot, sweaty,
smelly, half-naked, little
youngsters packed into a hot
stagnant room of about 900
square feet sitting on their
thongs right up to my feet,
waiting for the teacher. The
supervisor brought me to the
room and said, "Here is your
8:00 class."
I asked, "What am
supposed to do?"
He replied, "l don't
know," and closed the door
and left.
Well, what do you say to
200 students? "Good
morning!"
They all shouted, "Good
morning!"
I asked, "How are you?"
They parroted, "How are
you?"
The classes continued to
swell with students. We finally
moved outside under a huge
tree where we set a ping-pong
tabie on its side to serve as a
blackboard.
From that humble begin-
ning God made my life very
rich. I returned to Pella
sponsoring the first two
refugees (students aged 13 and
17) in the community. Soon
several churches were
sponsoring families and I
found myself teaching English
as a Second Language (ESL)
two to three nights a week. As
an ESL teacher I
automatically became the
resettlement coordinator,
helping the students find jobs,
clothing, furniture, more
sponsors, and doing whatever
else needed to be done.
I've been involved with this
work for the past II years and
I thank God for the
opportunity. It has shown me
that all we possess is ours only
by the grace of God. I'll never
forget seeing refugees come
off the buses carrying in one
plastic bag all their material
wealth-an ID card and their
lung x-rays! I had just
purchased a house and some
new furniture and never
thought of myself as rich. But
then I knew I was immensely
wealthy and responsible to
God for what I did with my
wealth.
Eventually I came to know
Rev. Nguyen Xuan Bao, the
pastor of the Saigon Christian
Reformed Church. I wanted to
become involved in the
ministry of this mission church
which trains young people in
the Reformed faith.
In the summer of 1985 Rev.
Bao and I opened the In-
dochinese Language Institute
to train young people in the
Reformed faith and prepare
them for Dordt College. Most
of these students are without
parents, have litt!e or no sup-
port, and come out of the
Buddhist tradition.
But several of the students
were still not ready to enter
college because of language
difficulties. The next step was
to begin a foster parent pro-
gram with Christian Reformed
families in Pella taking Viet-
namese students into their
homes while they attended
high school and learned
English.
At present there are 22
students living near Pella, and
the foster parent program is
expanding into the Sioux
Center area. There are also 15
students from the Saigon CRC
studying at Dordt. Most of
them were once Buddhist but
are now enthusiastic servants
of God, anxious to proclaim
his Word to the Vietnamese
people. Their goal is to return
to Vietnam to rebuild their
country on the Word of God.
Along with Rev. Bao, I dream
of a University of Dordt in
Saigon proclaiming a God-
centered culture to Southeast
Asia.
I am currently "dad" to
three of my Vietnamese
students. One is a freshman at
Dordt College studying for the
ministry in the Christian
Reformed Church. The others
help me with the housekeeping
and go to Pella Christian
High. One hopes to study
medicine, and the third plans
to be a Christian Reformed
missionary in the camps in
Southeast Asia.
What does all this have to
do with Dordt? Dordt gave me
the foundation upon which I
can continue to build as I at-
tempt to serve God in my life.
THROUGH THE PRISM
Teacher Al Bandstra heads program to teach Vietnamese refugees
Al Bandstra ('67)
I'm neither surprised or
disappointed about I
Corinthians 7: I: "It is good
for a man not to marry." I
have friends who find this a
humorous verse, but I've
always taken it seriously.
Although I've never met a
bachelor who intended to be
one, nor any who can remain
in such a blissful state without
the unsolicited help of family
and friends seeking to change
the situation, singleness has
been an advantage in working
for the cause of the Lord.
Since graduating from
Dordt in 1967, I've had the
privilege of teaching in the
elementary schools in Rock
Valley and Pella, Iowa. I love
it! Every morning I look
forward to being in the
classroom, never sorry to have
to go to school again and
teach. I enjoy students; it's
fun to open their minds to new
concepts, to nurture them and
to encourage them to do their
best.
As a Christian teacher, I do
not ask "How do I make this
lesson 'Christian'?" I don't
teach about the industrial
revolution trying to include
something about God here and
there. Instead I teach who God
is and what he does. The
industrial revolution is part of
God's revelation of himself,
part of his creation. He puts
ideas into the minds of men
and women. However, the
unit must also point out how
man's corruption violates the
creation. I show, for example,
that assembly line production,
which began with the
industrial revolution, seems to
have removed much of the
element of biblical rest from
work. In addition, I point out
that all things are redeemed in
Christ and Christians are
responsible to apply biblical
principles to the work they do,
the way they live, and the
relationships they have.
Teaching and studying in
other cultures has greatly
broadened my teaching and
my outlook on life. I'm
thankful for summers spent
teaching in Taiwan, studying
and teaching in Mexico, and
visiting refugee camps in
Southeast Asia. God's
creation is so rich. It is
thrilling to see how other
cultures have developed the
cultural mandate in families,
ecomonics, education,
architecture, and culinary arts.
Through these cultural
experiences, I have developed
a love for the Orient. The
Oriental way of life is
Ai Bandstra
Trung Huynh, Tri Mai, and Tuan




Bob and Margaret (Koning, '73)
Hofman, Jeremy Jacob, June 20,
1986, joins Jason, 8, and Melissa, 7.
Bob is a rancher and Margaret works
part-time as a bookkeeper. The Hof-
mans live in Manhattan, MT.
Cor and Betty (Mouw, ex '73)
Smidt. Janay Elizabeth, May 26,
1986, joins Pamela, 11. Mellissa, 7.
and Christine, 5. Cor works as a
routeman for Dykstra De Vries Inc.
Betty is a homemaker and returned to
working part-time in September. The
Smidts live in Ripon, CA.
Darrell and Darlene (Bootsma, '74)
Teerink, Aaron James, July 2, 1986,
joins Andrea, 2. Darrell works for
Diamond Drilling & Co. in Denver,
CO, and Darlene is a homemaker. The
Teerinks live in Denver.
Jay and Laura Van Groningen
('75,), Samuel Jon, September 3.
1986, joins David, 2. Jay works as a
diaconal consultant for the CRWRC.
The Van Groningens live in Holland,
MI.
Don and Marilyn (Van Till, '76)
Korver, Timothy John, May 27,1986,
joins Brad, 2. The Korvers own a farm
near Alton, IA.
Case and Mary Schipper ('76),
Carrie Ruth, July 8, 1986, joins Ben,
9, Sarah, 7, Ryan,S, and Jonathan, 2.
They live in Sioux Center, IA.
Greg and Karen (Van Eps)
Schiebout (ex '77, '78), Sean
Christian, June 25, 1986. The
Schiebouts live in Pella, IA.
Dale and Mary (Schurman) Walvort
('78, '77), Kerri Marie, September 5,
1986. Dale is a Credit Analyst for
Dunn & Bradstreet in Kalamazoo, MI.
Mary is a homemaker and part-time
secretary. The Walvorts live in
Kalamazoo.
Dan and Rita Eisma ('79), Joseph
Robert, August 9, 1986, joins
Jennifer, 3. Dan teaches business at
Dordt College. They live in Sioux
Center.
Ray and Cheryl (Wagner, '79)
Haupt, Sandy Jean, October 5, 1986,
joins Karla, 3, and Todd, 2. Ray and
Cheryl own a dairy farm in Eldora,
IA.
Gary and Carol (Vander Werff)
Hofman ('79, '78), Evan Jon, July 22,
1986, joins Melinda,S, and Nicole, 2.
Gary is the 5th grade teacher at Edger-
ton Christian Elementary School and
Carol is a homemaker. The Hofmans
live in Edgerton, MN.
Alvin and Renae (Jasper, '79)
Venhuizen, Anna Leigh on October
29, 1986, joins Jonathon, 2. Alvin
works on the family farm and Renae is
a substitute teacher in Waupun. The
Venhuizens live in Burnett, WI.
Gene and Chery (Link) DeBoer
('80, '80), Evan Jon, September 24,
1986, joins Nathan, 2. Gene and
Chery are both CPAs at accounting
firms in Omaha, NE.
Len and Elaine (Nieuwsma) De
Bolster ('80,'80·), Stephan Daniel,
October 21, 1986, joins Rachel, 2. Len
has recently set up a practice in family
medicine and Elaine is a homemaker.
They live in Mississauga, ON.
Dave and Pat (Bouwsema, ex '80)
Gregory, Daniel Jonathan, July 12,
1986. Dave is employed as a researcher
in ecology at the University of Calgary
in Calgary, AB, and Pat is a graduate
student in psychology at the same
university.
Alvin and Sherry (Byerly, '80) vos,
David Alvin, July 6, 1986. The Vos'
live in Lynden, WA, where Sherry was
Community News Editor at the
Lynden Tribune. Alvin is a partner in
his family's nursery business.
Curt and Karen (Bolkema, '81) De
Koning, Katherine Joy, June 30,1986.
Curt is employed at Precision Pulley
in the shafting and shipping depart-
ments and Karen works part-time in
the bookkeeping department at the
Pella National Bank.
Jim and Susan (Hulst) De Young
('80, '80), Brian John, June 21,1986,
joins Andrew, 3. The De Youngs live
in Sioux Center, lAo
Dan and Sharon (Wubben, '80)
Byker, Kristen Marie, April 14, 1986.
Dan farms and Sharon is a
homemaker in Hawarden, IA.
Ron and Roberta (Tiemstra) Biel
BECOMING ONE
Pete Hamstra, Linda Wind ('81,
'86), June 7, 1986. The Hamstras live
in Sioux Center where Pete is in his 6th
year as Associate Director of
Admissions at Dordt College. Linda is
office manager at the Hagen Clinic in
Sioux Center.
Debt Burrus ('83), Rudy Witschi,
May 24, 1986. Rudy is from
Switzerland but is working for a
contractor in Visalia, CA. Debi works
part-time as a substitute teacher and a
waitress.
Gail Johnson ('83), John Brandt,
October 11, 1986. John is a computer
programmer at Iowa Better Trucking
Bureau and Gail is a legal secretary at
the United States Attorneys Office.
The Brandts live in Sioux City, IA.
Pete Meyer ('83), Diane Keizer, July
27, 1985. Pete is a branch accountant
with AT&T in Lisle, IL, and Diane is a
respiratory therapist at the Children's
Memorial Hospital in Chicago. The
Meyers live in Hillside, IL.
lanelle Medema ('83), JeffThomas,
June 27. 1986. Jeff is majoring in
human services and is working part-
time at Coast to Coast. Janelle teaches
sixth grade and junior high science at
Mt. Vernon Christian School in Mt.
Vernon, WA. She previously taught
for three years in Orlando, FL.
Jennifer Mannes ('83), Larry
Young, August, 9, 1986. Larry works
for the U. S. West Direct as a paste-up
artist and Jennifer is a secretary for an
oil company. The Youngs live in
Denver, CO.
Lyndon Gritters, Melanie Covert
('84, '82), August 9, 1986. The Grit-
ters live in Iowa City where Lyndon is
a second year medical student and
Melanie is a second year graduate stu-
dent in student development, both at
the University of Iowa.
Karen Van Gilst ('84), Henry
Doorn, July 19, 1986. Henry is an ac-
countant with Peaf, Marwick,
Mitchell and Co. in Chicago, IL.
Karen teaches first grade at Chicago
Southwest Christian School. The
Dooms live in Oak Lawn, IL.
Dan Van Kooten ('84), Andi
Harms, July 26, 1986. Dan is com-
pleting his master's degree in Special
Education from Drake University in










F. Kennedy Middle School in Gallup,
NM. Andi teaches third grade at
Rehoboth Christian School.
Pamela Wind ('84), Gerald
Westervelt, April 4, 1986. Gerald is a
farmer and Pamela works as a produc-
tion control clerk at Selkirk
Metalbestos. The Westervelts live in
Brinston, ON.
Sharon Bandstra ('85), Royce
Spoelstra, October 3, 1986. Royce
farms and Sharon works in the
development office of William Penn
College in Oskaloosa, IA. The
Spoelstras live in New Sharon, IA.
Gale Tien, Cathie Slenk ('85, '85),
June 28, 1986. The Tiens live in New
Sharon, IA. Gale is teaching junior
high history and girls' athletics at
Sully Christian School and Cathie is
teaching kindergarten at Oskaloosa
Christian School.
Kalen Marra, Lois Van 'Lee ('86,
'84), August 16, 1986. Kalen works at
Olsen Computing and Lois is
employed at Bankers Life Company
of Des Moines. The Marras live in
Sioux Falls, SD.
('80, ex '81), Dustin Charles, Sept. 27,
1986. The Biels have been farming in
Lacombe, AB, for the last two years.
Prior to that they spent three years in
Swaziland working for the Mennonite
Central Committee.
Bill and Jeanie (Werkema)
Elgersma (ex '81, '82), Whitney
Thelma, October 26, 1986, joins
Dusty, 3. Bill works as a production
manager in Beamsville, ON, after
teaching for two years in Ontario, CA.
Pete and Lisa (Ryswyk) Ellens ('81,
'82), Jordan Mark, September IS,
1986, joins Cody, 1. The Ellens live in
Niagara-on-the-Lake, ON, where they
own a peach and chicken farm. Pete is
also a shipping foreman at Mori
Nurseries.
Barry and Mary (Siersema) Warner
(ex '81, ex '81), Rachel Leigh,
November 11, 1986, joins Kristin, 2.
Barry is a chemical engineer for
Stepan Company and Mary is a
homemaker. The Warners live in
South Holland, IL.
Ron and Kim (Jansen) Zantingh
('81,'83), Jordan Shane, May IS,
19~6, joins Ryan, 2. Ron is vice presi-
dent of Alta First Trust and Savings
Bank and Kim works at home. They
live in Alta, lAo
David and Rachel (Jansma, ex '82)
Griess, Stefan David, Dec. 26, 1985.
Rachel taught at Loveland Protestant
Reformed Christian School and is now
a homemaker. Dave is a construction
manager for Apple Homes. They live
in Loveland, CO.
Michael and Sherri (Sears, '82)
Cleverlnga, Whitney Leigh, July 5,
1986. Mike is a unit manager at
Citibank and Sherri is a surgical
secretary at Sioux Valley Hospital.
The Cleveringas live in Sioux Falls, SD.
Jack and Julie (Riebkes, '81)
Schaffner, Jennifer Ann, June 13,
1986. The Schaffners live in Houston,
TX.
Russ and Jeannette Terpstra ('82),
Amanda Ranae, July 23, 1986, joins
Cassandra Leigh, 2. Russ is a
salesman at Terpstra's Marine and
Jeannette is a homemaker. The Terp-
stras live in Gary, IN.
Bob and Cathy (Ross) Helder ('84,
'83), Elizabeth Joy, June 2, 1986. Bob
and Cathy are ministers of youth and
music at Rosewood CRC in
Bellflower, CA.
Calvin and Carla (Groenendyk)
Hoogendoom ('84, '84), Sarah Jo,
July 21, 1986. Calvin is a part-time
student at Calvin Seminary and is
completing his seminary internship at
Bethany CRC in Holland. Carla is
now home full-time with Sarah after
working at Calvin College for two
years. The Hoogendoorns live in
Holland, MI.
John and Deb (Vander Veen, ex '84)
de Graaf, Jaclyn Nicole, October 2,
1986, joins Lindsay, 2. John works as
a computer programmer/analyst for
Pan Canadian Petroleum and Debbie
is a homemaker. The de Graffs live in
Calgary, AB.
Drew and Jane (Vanden Heuvel)
Jelgerhuis, ('85, '84), Jessica Marie,
June 20, 1986.They live in Holland, MI.
AwMNINEWS
Cleon McClure ('79) recently ac-
cepted the position of Director of Cor-
porate Audit for Kenner Parker Toys
Inc. At corporate headquarters in
Boston, Cleon will assume the internal
audit responsibilities for the 12 divi-
sions of the corporation which include
Canada, Mexico, Europe, Australia,
and the Far East.
Kenneth and Deb (Butler) Petersen
('79, '81) recently moved to
Monmouth, Illinois. Ken completed
all the degree requirements for the
Ph.D. in Animal Ecology at Iowa
State University in Ames, Iowa where
he will officially graduate on
December 20, 1986. Ken is now
teaching at Monmouth College where
he is employed as an assistant pro-
fessor of biology. Deb is temporarily
working in the accounting office at
DeNovo Ceramics in Monmouth and
is also doing freelance writing for the
local newspaper. The Petersens are
expecting their first child in February.
Christian C. Teeuwsen ('80) re-
ceived a $4,000.00 grant from the
Canadian Council of Arts for good
study.
Lauren and Connie (Mouw) Runia
('80, ex '82) have moved to New
Guinea where Lauren teaches music in
a Wycliffe school and Connie works
as a nurse in a New Guinea clinic. The
Runias have two children.
Jerry Postma ('86) is employed as
the coach and community living super-
visor for Northwest Enterprises. He
supervises clients placed in a com-
munity vocational setting and
monitors independent living skills for
those living in the two homes recently




all alumni will receive an
envelope marked "Important:
Alumni Survey Enclosed."
And it is! The survey is part of
a renewed effort by the college
to develop alumni services and
involve alumni in the life of
Dordt.
The questionnaire, which
will take about 15 minutes to
complete, asks for informa-
tion about your family, educa-
tion, occupation, and
participation in community,
church, or other activities,
There is also a section asking
about your interest in various
types of alumni activities.
With this information we
hope to more effectively carry
out alumni functions such as
reunions and local social
gatherings. We also plan to ex-
pand our programs. We hope
to involve alumni in Dordt's
career counseling and job
placement programs, place
alumni in contact with pro-
spective students, and create
ways for alumni with special
interests to keep in touch with
each other. The survey may
also identify other ways in
which we can serve both alum-
ni and the college.
The success of our efforts
depends in part on the success
of the alumni survey. And the
success of the survey depends
on you. When you get the
questionnaire, please take a
few minutes to complete it and
return it to us.
8
r---------------------------,CORRESPONDENCE CLIPPING
We at Dordt College are interested in hearing how you are
doing and what kinds of events are happening in your life.
Please check and fill out the coupon below and mail to: W h f Al · S
::~:~i Association, Dordt College, Sioux Center, Iowa ate or umnl urvey
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There and back again ... A German Adventure
Angela Struyk
Imagine srttmg on a people knew English, German
crowded train gliding was our common language.
smoothly along the Rhine Because of the group of
river. Next to you sits a rosy- diverse people, we experienced
cheeked German girl, her Arabic food and heated
bulging knapsack next to her discussions about the role of
feet on the floor, her skis the United States in their
above in the luggage rack. As countries. We drank green tea
you watch a stone castle rise and ate dried squid with a
out of the icy cliff along the Chinese friend. We discussed
river fade out of view, and a the way of life in Poland com-
new one appear, you don't pared with Germany and the
dare to close your eyes, afraid U.S.
that when you open them After breakfast in the
you'll find you've just been school cafeteria we attended
dreaming. classes until early afternoon.
Kathy Nawyn and I, two Classes were usually a mixture
Dordt sophomores beginning of reading, grammar
our semester in West Germany worksheets, conversation,
as part of Dordt's off-campus composition, and, on special
program, actually had this ex- days, would also focus on
perience. Neither of us had music, culture, food or other
ever been to Europe, and we specialized topics.
were ready to have the time of For the March-April ses-
our lives while we studied at sion, we decided to transfer to
the Goethe-Institut, a a Goethe-Institut in Iserlohn,
language school with branches a city located in the central to
in many German cities. We northern part of West Ger-
hoped to learn the German many. Although the school
language and the German way was in many ways similar to
of life first hand, and, if we the one in Murnau, the city,
had the chance, to see other the people, and our new loca-
European places as well. tion made the experience total-
Kathy and I chose to spend Iy new and different.
our first eight-week session in Both of the schools provid-
Murnau, a small town located ed trips for the students. With
between Munich and the other Goethe-Institut students
Austrian border. The closer to we visited the castles of Lud-
Murnau the train traveled, the wig I-Neuschwanstein and
more beautiful the scenery Linderhoff. We also toured
seemed to become. There were the BMW automobile factory
layers of gray and white tipped in Munich, attended a session
mountains, blue lakes and of the Bundestag in Bonn, and
pine trees, buildings painted visited the city of Bad Achen,
with folklorish murals, and near the Belgianand the Dutch
men in traditional dress. borders. The school in Mur-
When we arrived at the nau also offered reasonable
school we were given place- rates to other interesting
ment tests and housing places. We traveled to
assignments. We lived directly Munich, Salzburg, and Ins-
across the street from the bruck. Train or bus student-
school in a modern housing travel rates were reasonable as
complex. Our "hausfrau" or well, and we took the oppor-
landlady was a spunky, young tunity to ice skate in
woman who lived upstairs Garrnisch-Parkinkirchen, to DORDT COLLEGE
with her lO-year-old son, visit museums, cathedrals and Defender CONCERT BAND
Oliver. We soon became good see the sights in Augsburg,
friends and arranged to watch Dusseldorf, Munster, Supporters Henry Duitman, Conductor
Oliver and help with Rothenberg, Heidelburg, in Colorado 1987 TOUR
housecleaning in return for Cologn, and Berlin as well as January 4 Pella, IA
dinner every day. travel to Paris, London, and Calvary CRC
School was a multi-cultural several cities in the Cheer on the men's January 6 Chattanooga, TNexperience. Since it was Netherlands. Christian School
specifically a language school, Although four months was basketball team January 7 Lake Worth, FL
there were students from all not long enough to become Christian School
over the world. We became ac- completely fluent in German, as they play January 8 Fort Lauderdale, FLquainted and eventually our speaking improved great-
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Kathy Nawyn and Angela Struyk spent many bours exploring in old German cities.
town people, dressed as
Einstein, Mozart and an odd
assortment of other characters,
polkaed and waltzed all night.
The culmination of
Fasching was February
II-the last day before
Catholic Lent began. School
was dismissed after an hour or
two of class, and we were
given Gluhwein (a sweet red
wine heated up) and rolls. We
decorated ourselves and
boarded two buses for
Munich. The entire city
seemed to join in-people
were everywhere, dancing,
singing, performing skits and
all dressed in outrageous
costumes. This was seeing
Germans at their peak.
Joviality, warmth, laughter,
enjoyment flowed in large and
generous portions. At other
times Germans seemed to be
reserved, private but on the
whole friendly-especially if
we spoke the language.
In late May, Kathy and I
went to Amsterdam, after
nearly a month of traveling
and visiting relatives, to stay
with the Dordt students on the
Netherlands program. Pro-
fessors Kornelis Boot and
John Struyk met us there and
the entire group set off to tour
the Belgian cities of Ghent,
Antwerp and Brugge-lovely
cities not much damaged by
bombing during the wars.
At the end of May we flew
home. Things seemed oddly
different, seeing them with a
traveled eye. Cars seemed ab-
normally large and there
seemed to be an overpopula-
tion of overweight people. But
the food was good as were the
familiar faces and places.
Our semester in Germany is
difficult to summarize-we
tasted so many cultures
through people, food, and
places. We learned the impor-
tance of a foreign language.
And maybe most importantly,
we learned to try to under-
stand and respect other people
and other ways of living.
"Maybe most
importantly, we
learned to try to
understand and
respect other people
and other ways of
living.' ,
Angela StTUyk is a junior from
Sioux Center, IA, majoring in
German.
FAcULlY
"One of the best
ways to learn physics
is by doing it, and
involving students in
research will make
the physics major at
Dordt that much
stronger.' ,
The space program has
long held a fascination for me,
as it probably has for most
people who have grown up
with an interest in science. I
still dream of getting up into
space, but this past summer I
got to do the next best thing.
For twelve weeks during
June, July, and August, I
worked as a Summer Faculty
Fellow in a program jointly
sponsored by NASA and the
American Society for
Engineering Education. This
program is designed to bring
engineering and science
teachers into one of the NASA
research laboratories for a
summer or two of research.
The program's stated goals are
to enrich faculty's profes-
sional skills, to refresh par-
ticipants' research and
teaching, to allow exchange of
ideas between NASA em-
ployees and academicians, and
to assist the research at NASA.
My reason for applying to
the program was to keep my
research skills up to date and
to lay the groundwork for a
future affiliation to do
research on Dordt's campus. I
feel that one of the best ways
to learn physics is by doing it,





is much larger than Dordt. But
when I visited Potchefstroom
this summer, I found a vision
for higher education similar to
the Oordt vision.
Potchefstroom is impressive:
it is a Reformed university
making an important con-
Zwart appointed summer
fellow at NASA research center
John Zwart
research will make the physics
major at Dordt that much
stronger.
When the program an-
nouncement appeared in the
mail, it looked interesting, so I
filled in the two-page applica-
tion form, attached my resume
as requested, and sent it
in-not really expecting to be
accepted. I was pleasantly sur-
prised to be called a month
later and asked what equip-
ment I wanted on hand when I
arrived. The training I re-
ceived in graduate school, the
courses I taught at Dordt, and
my interests landed me a posi-
tion at NASA's Lewis
Research Center in Cleveland,
Ohio. There were a total of 65
summer faculty research
fellows at Lewis working on a
variety of problems.
My task was to try to pro-
duce a metal layer that would
adhere well to diamonds and
have low electrical resistance
at high frequencies. The prob-
lem must be solved to make a
device to be used in a satellite
based radio telescope, which
has a planned launch date in
the mid 1990s.
The main part of my sum-
mer was spent doing a lot of
According to Zwart, nearly 40070 of the NASA summer fellows later receive a
NASA affiliation grant to do research at their home instituion. Such a grant
could only strengthen Dordt's physics program, says Zwart.
Maatman spends six weeks as
guest lecturer in South Africa
Russell Maatman
background reading and then
trying to devise a method of
making the measurements
necessary to determine the
high frequency electrical
resistance of the metal on the
diamond substrate. The twelve
weeks of the fellowship ran
out before the measurements
could be made. I've been in-
vited back next summer to
make them.
In addition to the research,
the fellowship program of-
fered social activities for the
participants and their families.
It also provided the opportuni-
ty to attend weekly seminars,
visit other research facilities,
use a first class physics
research library, and to meet
people from other institutions.
I did find a few people who
had heard of Dordt College
and also discovered that a lot
of "Christian" colleges are
that in name only. Some of the
people at Lewis seemed sur-
prised that a person could be
both a Christian and a scien-
tist. To me it fits perfectly. My
faith gives deepened lI1eaning
to my work and I am looking
forward to continuing that
work next summer.
Dr. John Zwart teachesphysics at
Dordt:
care and government housing
programs. To my way of
thinking, though, it would
have been good to hear people
emphasizing what blacks can
do for themselves. But, to be
fair, the situation is changing.
Blacks may now buy land and
build their own houses.
Another form of oppression
is the detention of suspected
radicals during the present
state of emergency. The
emergency measures do seem
to have brought about a
significant decrease in the
amount of terrorism. But the
highly vocal, opposition press
is probably correct in claiming
that many of the emergency
measures are unnecessary.
South Africa is a beautiful
and interesting country.
Our trip to South Africa left
my wife and me with so many
impressions-of its intellectual
life, its cultural diversity, its
physical beauty, and of the
apartheid struggle-it will be a
long time before they are all
sorted through. It was truly an
enriching and inspiring ex-
perience for both of us.
black townships. We were told
that it is not wise for township
blacks to speak to a white
visitor because terrorists, who
are opposed to ending apar-
tribution to the total educa- theid peacefully, attack blacks
tional and research effort of a suspected of collaboration
moderately large country, a with whites, or the white
country about one-eighth the policies. For example, while
population of the U.S. we were in South Africa, ter-
This past summer, my wife rorists killed the wife of a
and I traveled to South Africa security advisor of Zulu chief
where I spent six weeks as a Buthelezi. Buthelezi-a Chris-
guest lecturer in the tian who spoke on the Dordt
Philosophy of Science Depart- campus a few years ago-
ment at Potchefstroom backs the present South
University. I spoke to classes, African government in its ef-
faculty groups, and a few non- forts to end apartheid
university groups. In addition, peacefully; presumably the at-
I presented a paper on tack was made because of his
catalytic research at a national stance. And yet, even though
meeting of South African there are many such incidents,
catalytic chemists. In all, I death by violence among
gave over two dozen talks dur- South African blacks is far
ing a six-week period in July lower than the violent death
and August. rate among American blacks.
Since we have been back, Much of the oppression in
people continually ask, "Isn't South Africa takes one of two
South Africa a dangerous forms. The most subtle of
place? How much oppression these is a sense of paternalism.
is there?" It seemed to me that many
From what we saw, South white people emphasized what
Africa certainly was not a they were personally doing for
dangerous place. Because the blacks. The government,
In addidon to teaching chemistry, Maatman has recently written an there is some violence, we too, is proud of the fact that it Dr. Russell Maatman teaches




Over a model of the set for ONT Town. John Hofland and student shop assistant Doug Hubers discuss how to
construct the flowing forms created for the production.
Hofland studies with world famous designer
John Hofland
Lagine the set for
"Macbeth" as three large,
mobile curtains made of bulky
chains that hang at varying
angles and finally sink to the
floor, or a set for the
Winnipeg Ballet as 90 km of
string stretching from floor to
ceiling in order to form a
projection screen through
which dancers can walk.
Sets that use simple motifs
like these to make strong
statements are examples of the
work of Josef Svoboda,
reknowned Czech architect,
inventor, and scenographer.
But these were only two of
many varied and innovative il-
lustrations that I saw while
studying with Svoboda at a
scenography workshop held in
Banff this past summer.
Svoboda sees the
scenographer as a philosopher
whose work supports the
meaning of the production.
Scenography is not merely
decoration-decoration is for
disco, says Svoboda-but is an
integral part of any theatrical
production. Therefore he
seeks to use material for his set
building that is right for the
particular play being pro-
duced, and he constructs his
sets in such a way that they
change unobtrusively as the
story of the play unfolds.
Since the set is not decoration
or simply a backdrop,
Svoboda frowns on the
realistic set; such a set asks the
eye to attend to too much,
cluttering space that could be
used more effectively.
Svoboda has a wealth of
experience upon which to base
his ideas. Not only is he one of
the foremost architects in
Czechoslovakia, but he also
runs two theatres in
Prague-one, Lat t er n a
Magica, is his own experimen-
tal theatre-and designs sets
around the world at places
such as Scala in Milan, Covent
Gardens in London, and the
Wagner festival in Beyreuth.
And, although theatrical
design is only a second career
for him, he has designed more
than 600 productions.
Theatrical design is fantasy
(You have to hear him say the
word. His eyes light up, he
leans toward his audience, and
he whispers exuberantly, faan-
tah-SEE), an exercise of the
imagination that feeds his
ureal" job as a teacher of ar-
chitecture. As a leading
teacher of architecture, he ac-
cepts a small group of students
each year. But his work does
not end there. He also heads a
laboratory that has sold a
number of patents for
theatrical inventions. The
Austrian-built Pane light is
just one his inventions.
Presently he is working on a
light fixture that would have
the potential to produce dif-
ferent colored light in much
the same way that color TVs
can produce different colored
images.
Svoboda expanded my vi-
sion dramatically. Although it
may take years to assimilate all
that I learned and thought
about during those three
weeks, it has forced me to
think in a more modern
fashion, and to start looking
at materials in a new way.
Svoboda helped me to think
more simply and exploit the
potential for speaking through
the set. I don't feel that I have
to imitate Svoboda-he began
by cautioning us to "develop
our own ABC's"-but rather
I have a new way of thinking
and a new process to use as I
design.
The set for "Our Town,"
which the theatre arts depart-
ment put on in November,
grew out of my working with
Svoboda. As he might have
suggested, the design was built
around one simple idea, the
swirling forms of a galaxy.
Also, borrowing another idea
from him, I painted the set
gray, a mixture of magenta,
green, and blue, and then col-
ored the set with light.
What was a typical day with
Svoboda? It began with a
three and one-half hour lec-
ture, a lecture beginning with
critiques of student designs
due that day, and then con-
tinued with slides and movies
illustrating his solutions to
problems we were trying to
solve, solutions that we would
be wise, of course, not to
copy. The lecture then con-
cluded with summarizing
statements about the design
process and philosophy. After
a lunch break, we would
return for a two-hour life
drawing session. Then we
would finally be free to work
on the design project that
would be due the next day.
With competition keen,
most students usually worked
well past midnight. It was a
time of testing and proving
ourselves, a time of learning
from a master and of teaching
our peers, a time to hone skills
and gain confidence, and yes,
for me it was also a time to
share faith and build friend-
ships. At the end of the
course, the class gathered for
one last dinner together,
lingering until late in the even-
ing. It had been a rich ex-









integral part of any
theatrical
production. ' ,
John Hoj/And teaches the4tre arts
at Dordt.
10wins, 5 ties, and 3 losses. "I
don't think we expected to do
as well we did because the
schedule was tough and there
were a lot of new players,"
commented coach Quentin
Van Essen. The team played
several new teams this season
and started with a large
number of new players.
"Some very good play from
freshmen really helped us
out," said Van Essen, refer-
ring specifically to freshman
Jim Colyn from Seattle who
led the team with 13 goals and
five assists.
On Friday, the 14th of
November, the soccer team
held their annual awards ban-
quet. Calvin Struyk was
named most valuable player,
Dave Schenk was selected as
most valuable defensive
player, and Jim Colyn was
awarded most valuable offen-
sive player. Struyk, Schenk,
and Tim Van Denend were
also chosen for the district 15
NAIA team. "I'm really op-
timistic about next year
because we have a good core
of players coming back," says
Van Essen.




team finished their second best
year ever with a record of 33
wins and 10 losses.
"As we gained experience
we got better-that's the thing
we had to fight all year, our
inexperience," said coach
Mary Schutten. The team
started two freshman players
which contributed to a lack of
experience.
Despite their inexperience,
however, the team took sec-
ond place at the IOKOTA
conference, qualifying them
for the district 15 playoffs.
The team finished its season
by placing third in the
playoffs.
Vonda Broek and Sue
Dokter, both from Sioux
Center, were recognized as
outstanding players. Broek
and Dokter were also chosen
for the all-conference team
and for the NAIA all-District
15 team. Schutten explained
that the NAIA team consists
of the top volleyball players in
Iowa.
The soccer team fought
inexperience this year as well




















The professional involvements of Dordt faculty
members outside of the classroom reveal Dordt's
commitment to provide educational leadership in
the Christian community as well as among its
own students. By sharing these activities, we hope
to provide fellow Christians with further
resources, ideas, and encouragement as they work
to be of service in Christ's kingdom.
The Voice, an outreach of Dordt
College, is sent to you as alumni and
friends of Christian Higher Education.
The Voice is published in October,
December, March, and June to share
information about the programs,
activities and needs of the college.
Send address corrections and
correspondence to: VOICE, Dordt
College, Sioux Center, IA 51250.
Editorial Committee
Sally Jongsma, editor
Angela Struyk, student assistant
Lyle A. Gritters, Vice President for
College Advancement
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English Professor Dr. Helen Westra's
book The Minister's Task and Calling in the Ser-
mons of Jonathan Edwards was recently
published by Edwin Mellen, New York.
Based on Edwards' writings and particularly
his unpublished sermon manuscripts,
Westra's book examines Edwards' views of
gospel ministry-its doctrinal basis,
evangelical applications, and aesthetic ex-
pression.
Dr. Verne Meyer has co-authored The
Write Source, a new English handbook de-
signed to be used in grades 5-8. Meyer is also
co-author of the increasingly popular high
school English handbook, Basic English
Revisited.
Dr. George Faber, professor of education
has presented two Logo computer
workshops. The first was given to the Tri-
State Teachers Convention held at Dordt in
October and the second to the 8th grade
students at Orange City Christian School, in
Orange City, Iowa.
Dr. Tom Visker, assistant professor of
physical education, presented a paper at a
research session of the Iowa Association for
Health, Physical Education, Recreation, and
Dance held in Des Moines on October 26 and
27. The presentation was titled "Self-
Consciousness and Physical Self-Efficacy in
Relationship to Exercise Adherence."
Several Dordt faculty members presented
workshops for Christian school conventions
this fall. Dr. John B. Hulst, Dr. John Van
Dyk, Dr. James Schaap and Prof. Joanne
Alherda addressed teachers at the District XI
convention in Manhattan, Montana. Hulst,
Van Dyk and Dr. Rockne McCarthy led
workshops at the Southwestern Teachers'
Association convention in Visalia, Califor-
nia.
Dordl College
Sioux Center, IA 51250
Director of the Center for Educational Ser-
vices Dr. John Van Dyk recently conducted
workshops for teachers of the Hollandale,
Minnesota, and Kanawha, Iowa, Christian
schools. He also met with the Minikota Prin-
cipals' Club in Sioux Center to discuss "The
Principal as Instructional Leader."
Agriculture Stewardship Director Ron Vos
attended the Rural Alternatives - Diversifica-
tion - Regeneration - Cooperation Con-
ference sponsored by the Iowa Department of
Economic Development, Iowa State Univer-
sity, and the Iowa Department of
Agriculture. The conference explored long-
term solutions to today's agriculture situa-
tion.
Quentin Van Essen, coordinator of
Counseling Services, attended the Iowa Stu-
dent Personnel conference as a member of its
executive committee. Van Essen serves as
Coordinator of Professional Development.
Mary Lou Wielenga, part-time instructor
in organ and piano, conducted a workshop
for church organists in Sioux County. She
worked with participants on organ registra-
tion for hymns and choosing music for the
worship service.
Esther 0' Agrosa, part-time music instruc-
tor, served on the faculty of the Orff Summer
courses in both Sioux Falls and Rapid City,
South Dakota. She has also led Orff
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Dr. Marian Vander Ark, professor of
education, has been appointed to the Policy
Advisory Committee of the Iowa Association
of Independent Colleges and Universities.
The committee provides counsel to the
Association schools on common problems in
teacher education and works with legislators
to find ways to improve efficiency and
quality in the state's education system.
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